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Abstract Representing a static set of integers S, |S| = n from a finite uni-
verse U = [1..u] is a fundamental task in computer science. Our concern is to
represent S in small space while supporting the operations of rank and select
on S; if S is viewed as its characteristic vector, the problem becomes that of
representing a bit-vector, which is arguably the most fundamental building
block of succinct data structures.

Although there is an information-theoretic lower bound of B(n, u) = lg
(
u
n

)
bits on the space needed to represent S, this applies to worst-case (random)
sets S, and sets found in practical applications are compressible. We focus on
the case where elements of S contain runs of ` > 1 consecutive elements, one
that occurs in many practical situations.

Let C(n) denote the class of
(
u
n

)
distinct sets of n elements over the universe

[1..u]. Let also C(n)
g ⊂ C(n) contain the sets whose n elements are arranged in

g ≤ n runs of `i ≥ 1 consecutive elements from U for i = 1, . . . , g, and let
C(n)
g,r ⊂ C(n)

g contain all sets that consist of g runs, such that r ≤ g of them have
at least 2 elements. This paper yields the following insights and contributions
related to rank/select succinct data structures:

– We introduce new compressibility measures for sets, including:
– B1(g, n, u) = lg |C(n)

g | = lg
(
u−n+1

g

)
+ lg

(
n−1
g−1
)
, and

– B2(r, g, n, u) = lg |C(n)
g,r | = lg

(
u−n+1

g

)
+ lg

(
n−g−1
r−1

)
+ lg

(
g
r

)
,

such that B2(r, g, n, u) ≤ B1(g, n, u) ≤ B(n, u).
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– We give data structures that use space close to bounds B1(g, n, u) and
B2(r, g, n, u) and support rank and select in O(1) time.

– We provide additional measures involving entropy-coding run lengths and
gaps between items, and data structures to support rank and select using
space close to these measures.

1 Introduction

Given a static sorted set S = {x1, . . . , xn} of n elements from a finite universe
U = [1..u] ⊂ N, such that 1 ≤ x1 < · · · < xn ≤ u, we want to support the
following fundamental operations:

– rank(S, x), which for x ∈ U , yields |{xi ∈ S | xi ≤ x}|, and
– select(S, k), which for k ∈ N, yields x ∈ S such that rank(S, x) = k. We

assume select(S, 0) = 0.

If S is viewed as its characteristic bit vector (cbv for short) CS [1..u], such that
CS [i] = 1 iff i ∈ S, the problem becomes that of representing a bit vector
with operations rank1(CS , x), which yields the number of bits 1 in CS [1..x],
and select1(CS , k), that finds the position of the kth 1 bit in CS . These are
arguably the most fundamental building block of succinct data structures [42].
Also, they allow one to compute the fundamental operation predecessor(S, x) ≡
select(S, rank(S, x−1)) (among others). We assume the transdichotomous word
RAM model with word size w = O(lg u) = Ω(lg n). Arithmetic, logic, and
bitwise operations, as well as accesses to w-bit memory cells, take O(1) time.

Succinct data structures use space close to the corresponding information-
theoretic lower bound while supporting operations efficiently. For instance,
there are

(
u
n

)
different subsets of U of size n. Hence, the information-theoretic

lower bound on the number of bits needed to represent any such sets is
B(n, u) =

⌈
lg
(
u
n

)⌉
bits. If n � u, B(n, u) ≈ n lg u

n + n lg e − O(lg u) bits.
Compressed data structures, on the other hand, exploit regularities in spe-
cific instances of data to go below the information-theoretic lower bound. The
space usage of compressed data structures on a specific instance is evaluated
relative to some measure of compressibility of that instance.

1.1 Previous Work

Starting with the seminal work of Jacobson [36], much effort has gone into
representing sets succinctly while supporting rank and select in O(1) time.
Clark and Munro [16,17] were the first to achieve O(1) time rank and select,
using u+O(u/ lg lg u) bits of space. Raman et al. [50] achieved succinct space,
B(n, u) + O(u lg lg u/ lg u) bits, with O(1)-time operations. In order to cap-
ture the compressibility of sets better, researchers have considered the em-
pirical higher-order entropy of CS , denoted by Hk(CS), which achieves good
compression (beyond B(n, u)). Several researchers, including Sadakane and
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Grossi [51] showed how to achieve O(1)-time operations while using uHk(S) +
O(u((k + 1) + lg lg u)/ lg u) bits. An important drawback is that for big uni-
verses (i.e., n � u), Hk(CS) decreases slowly as k grows. In addition, small
values of k do not capture longer-range dependencies (e.g. for any (long) string
x, Hk(x) ≈ Hk(xx)).

Another well-studied measure is GAP(S) [6,7]. If we define g1 = x1−1 and,
for i > 1, gi = xi − xi−1 − 1, then

GAP(S) =

n∑
i=1

{blg gic+ 1}.

Although GAP(S) is not an achievable measure1, GAP(S) exploits variation in
the gaps between elements. It can be seen that GAP(S) < B(n, u), and GAP(S)
approaches B(n, u) only when gi = u

n (for i = 1, . . . , n). Gupta et al. [34]
showed how to represent S in GAP(S)+O(n lg u

n/poly lg (n)) ≤ B(n, u)(1+o(1))
bits while supporting rank and select quickly (albeit not in O(1) time).

In this paper we focus on applications where set elements are clustered,
forming runs of successive elements. Some applications are interval inter-
section in computational biology [48], web-graph compression [8,9], IR and
query processing in reordered databases [39,2], valid-time joins in tempo-
ral databases [52,28,22,12], ancestor checking in trees [13,14], data struc-
tures for set intersection [15], and bit vectors of wavelet trees [33,25] of the
Burrows-Wheeler transform of highly-repetitive texts [40,35,27]. Although
GAP(S) addresses this kind of non-uniform distribution, in the presence of
runs, run-length encoding (RLE) [29] is more appropriate. Here, a set S with
cbv CS [1..u] = 0z11l10z21l2 · · ·0zg1lg is represented through the sequences
〈z1, . . . , zg〉 and 〈l1, . . . , lg〉 of 2g lengths of the alternating 0/1-runs in CS
(assume wlog that CS begins with 0 and ends with 1). Then:

RLE(S) =

g∑
i=1

{blg (zi − 1)c+ 1}+

g∑
i=1

{blg (li − 1)c+ 1}.

It holds that if n < u/2, RLE(S) < B(n, u) + n+ O(1) [25]. Note that RLE(S)
is not an achievable measure either, but handles sets S that contain runs
better than GAP(S)—a set S with cbv 0u−n1n has GAP(S) = Θ(n + lg u) but
RLE(S) = Θ(lg n+ lg u).

In practice, GAP(S), RLE(S) and Hk each perform well on specific data
sets S. In the important case when S is a posting list in an inverted index
[45], Ottaviano and Venturini [43] recently showed that so-called partitioned
Elias-Fano (PEF) indices are very effective in compressing sets and can sup-
port select in O(1) time. Briefly, these indices work as follows: they split the
input sequence into blocks of variable length, using dynamic programming to
optimize the space usage obtained from the partitioning. Then, each block is
represented using either: (i) a plain cbv, (ii) Elias-Fano encoding [23], or (iii)

1 For example, if we choose every element in U to be in S with probability 0.5, then
GAP(S) ∼ 0.81u, less than the Shannon lower bound for S.
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a run of 1s (which does not require space at all). However, we are not aware of
any compressibility measure associated with these indices, and it is not known
how to support rank in O(1) time using this space.

Since we wish not only to compress sets, but also to support operations on
them, the overall space usage (including any space needed to support oper-
ations) is important. Firstly, since predecessor queries can be answered using
rank and select, any lower bound for the former applies also to the joint use of
the latter operations. Pǎtraşcu and Thorup [47] showed that if we use Θ(s lg u)
bits of space, the time PT(u, n, a) to answer predecessor queries is within

Θ
(

min
{

lgn
lg lg u , lg

lg (u/n)
a , lg lg u

a / lg
a lg lg u

a

lgn , lg lg u
a / lg

lg lg u
a

lg lg n
a

})
,

where a = lg s lg u
n . It follows from this that even if we are allowed to use

O(poly n) words of space, O(1)-time operations are possible only for relatively
small universes, i.e. u = O(n · poly lg(n)), or for very small sets, i.e. n =
(lg u)O(1). Fortunately, the first case, which is our main focus, is also very
commonly seen in applications.

A more refined analysis looks at the redundancy of a data structure, which
is the space used over and above the corresponding space bound for represent-
ing the set itself. Pǎtraşcu [46] improved on earlier work [30,32] and showed
the following:

Theorem 1 ([46]) For any c > 0, a set S can be represented using B(n, u) +
O(u/ lgc (u/c)) + O(u3/4poly lg(u)) bits and support rank and select in O(c)
time.

We will use Theorem 1 only when c = O(1). For the parameter values of
interest, namely u = O(n · poly lg(n)) and c = O(1), the redundancy of The-
orem 1 was shown to be optimal by Pǎtraşcu and Viola [44]. In the so-called
systematic model, Golynski et al. [31] gave matching upper and lower bounds
on redundancy.

1.2 Contributions

Our contributions are as follows. Firstly, in Sections 2 and 3, we give a surpris-
ingly simple adaptive approach that stores S in potentially better than B(n, u)
space, while still supporting O(1)-time rank/select. This approach exploits the
presence of runs and/or gaps while still allowing for simple and practical data
structures that allow O(1)-time rank/select. Let class C(n)

g ⊂ C(n) contain the
sets whose elements are arranged in g ≤ n runs of li ≥ 1 successive elements
from U , for i = 1, . . . , g. Also, let C(n)

g,r ⊂ C(n)
g be a further refinement of class

C(n)
g , which contains all sets that consist of g runs, such that r ≤ g of them

have at least 2 elements. Our first contributions are as follows:

– We introduce the following compressibility measures for sets:
– B1(g, n, u) = lg |C(n)

g | = lg
(
u−n+1

g

)
+ lg

(
n−1
g−1
)
, and
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Table 1 Hierarchy of classes C(n)
g,r ⊂ C(n)

g ⊂ C(n) defined in this paper and their correspond-
ing compression measures.

C(n)
g,r ⊂ C(n)

g ⊂ C(n)

Worst-case entropy → B2(r, g, n, u) B1(g, n, u) B(n, u)

Gap compression → HYB(S) RLE(S) GAP(S)

Entropy compression → Hhyb
0 (S) Hrun

0 (S) Hgap
0 (S)

– B2(r, g, n, u) = lg |C(n)
g,r | = lg

(
u−n+1

g

)
+ lg

(
n−g−1
r−1

)
+ lg

(
g
r

)
,

such that B2(r, g, n, u) ≤ B1(g, n, u) ≤ B(n, u).

In Section 3 we give data structures that use space close to bounds B1(g, n, u)
and B2(r, g, n, u), and support rank and select in O(1) time (or close).

Next, in Section 4, we revisit GAP(S) and RLE(S) measures in the follow-
ing sense. We argue that viewed appropriately, GAP(S) and RLE(S) are both
instances of gap-compression on classes C(n) and C(n)

g , respectively. Extend-
ing this analogy to C(n)

g,r , we get a new measure HYB(S), that has interesting
relations to GAP(S) and RLE(S). Overall, we use our approach to give data
structures using basically RLE(S)(1 + o(1)) and HYB(S)(1 + o(1)) bits, plus a
lower-order term of o(n lg u

n ) bits, while supporting rank and select in time
close to Pǎtraşcu and Thorup’s predecessor search lower bound [47].

Finally, in Section 5, we observe that the GAP(S) and RLE(S) measures
encode a gap/run of length x using 1 + blg xc bits respectively. By Shannon’s
theorem, coding x using 1 + blg xc bits is tailoring the code length to a par-
ticular, and fixed, distribution of gap/run lengths2. We therefore propose, in
Section 5, two new measures of compressibility: we encode gap sizes and run
lengths using their empirical zeroth-order entropy. That is, we treat the se-
quence of runs as a string of length 2g from the alphabet [1..n], and encode
each run using the Shannon optimal number of bits based upon the number
of times this run length is seen (and analogously for gaps). On any set S,
such approaches should outperform RLE(S) and GAP(S). For example, given a
set S with CS = 0412004120 · · ·04120, RLE(S) is far inferior to H0-coding the
runs, which would use only one bit for encoding each run. We introduce two
new measures of compressibility, Hrun

0 (S) and Hgap
0 (S), to address this. We

give data structures that support rank/select in O(1) time using space close to
Hgap

0 (S) and Hrun
0 (S), and a potentially slower data structure that has lower

redundancy.

Table 1 shows the hierarchy of classes C(n)
g,r ⊂ C(n)

g ⊂ C(n) introduced in this
paper, along with the corresponding compression measures defined on them.

2 Since GAP(S) and RLE(S) are not achievable, this statement is imprecise.
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2 Adaptive Succinctness

2.1 Introduction

An adaptive algorithm (or data structure) is one whose time or space complex-
ity is a function not only of the instance size, but also of an instance-difficulty
measure [24,21,4], which indicates how difficult a given instance is for the prob-
lem at hand. E.g., for the sorting problem, a typical measure is the amount of
disorder in the input array [24]. An interesting consequence is that these diffi-
culty measures induce a division of the problem instances into finer subclasses,
each containing all instances of the same difficulty. Then, an adaptive analysis
corresponds to a worst-case analysis within the instance subclasses [4].

In this paper, we study integer sets from the viewpoint of the amount
of space needed to represent them. Let C(n) denote the class of all sets of n
elements from U . Notice that |C(n)| =

(
u
n

)
. In this section we (1) show that

C(n) can be divided into subclasses of sets, and (2) prove worst-case lower
bounds on the space needed to represent a set S in each such subclass. Hence,
these are adaptive lower bounds. In Section 3 we shall introduce succinct
data structures achieving these adaptive lower bounds. There is prior work on
data structures whose space bound can get below the corresponding worst-
case information-theoretic lower bound, such as the ultra-succinct tree data
structures by Jansson et al. [38], or compressed data structures in general
[42]. However, our approach to achieve compressed space is novel and evokes
adaptive algorithms, achieving succinct data structures within each of the
subclasses of C(n).

Definition 1 Given a set S = {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ U of n elements 1 ≤ x1 <
· · · < xn ≤ u, a maximal run of successive elements G ⊆ S contains |G| ≥ 1
elements xi, xi + 1, . . . , xi + |G| − 1, such that xi − 1 6∈ S and xi + |G| 6∈ S.

Let G1, . . . , Gg be the partition of S = {x1, . . . , xn} into maximal runs of
successive elements, such that ∀x ∈ Gi,∀y ∈ Gj , x < y ⇐⇒ i < j. Let us
assume that r ≤ g of these Gi are of size |Gi| ≥ 2.

Definition 2 We define class C(n)
g ⊂ C(n), a refinement of C(n) containing sets

whose n elements are arranged in g ≤ n maximal runs of successive elements.

Notice that
⋃n
g=1 C(n)

g = C(n).

Definition 3 Let class C(n)
g,r ⊂ C(n)

g be a further refinement consisting of all
sets such that r ≤ g out of the g maximal runs have size ≥ 2.

It holds that
⋃g
r=1 C(n)

g,r = C(n)
g .

The cbv CS of set S ∈ C(n)
g,r consists of g 0-runs of lengths z1, . . . , zg such

that z1 = min {G1}− 1, and zi = min {Gi}−max {Gi−1}− 1, and g 1-runs of
length li = |Gi|, for i = 1, . . . , g. We call solitary the elements in a run of size
1. Let o1 = lj1 − 1, . . . , or = ljr − 1, for j1 < · · · < jr, denote the sequence of
lengths (−1) of the r runs of length lji ≥ 2. See Example 1 for an illustration.
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Example 1 Consider S = {5, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 22, 23, 25} ⊆ [1..28] of n = 10
elements, and cbv CS = 0000100100001111010001101000. The partition
of S into maximal runs of successive elements yields g = 6 sets G1 = {5},
G2 = {8}, G3 = {13, 14, 15, 16}, G4 = {18}, G5 = {22, 23}, and G6 = {25}.
Note r = 2 of them have size ≥ 2: |G3| = 4 and |G5| = 2, hence o1 = 3 and
o2 = 1. Also, there are 4 = g − r solitary elements in S: 5, 8, 18, and 25
(they correspond to solitary 1s in CS). Finally, CS has 0-runs of length z1 = 4,
z2 = 2, z3 = 4, z4 = 1, z5 = 3, and z6 = 1, and 1-runs of length l1 = 1, l2 = 1,
l3 = 4, l4 = 1, l5 = 2, and l6 = 1.

2.2 Essential Sets

For a given S ∈ C(n)
g,r , let us define its essential sets (see Example 2):

1. P̂ = {p1, . . . , pg} ⊆ S such that pi = min {Gi}, for i = 1, . . . , g. This set
has universe u. We call each element pi a pioneer ;

2. L̂ = {l1, . . . , lg}, such that lj =
∑j
i=1 |Gi|. The corresponding characteris-

tic bit vector is

CL̂ = 0|G1|−110|G2|−11 · · ·0|Gg|−11,

of length (universe of L̂) n and g 1s. These are the unary encodings of
|Gi|s.

3. Ĝ = {y1, . . . , yg} such that yj =
∑j
i=1 zi, for j = 1, . . . , g. The correspond-

ing characteristic bit vector is

CĜ = 0z1−110z2−11 · · ·0zg−11,

of length (universe of Ĝ)
∑g
i=1 zi = u− n (i.e., the number of 0s in CS , if

we disregard the 0s after the last 1 in the cbv), and it has g 1s. These are
the unary encodings of values zi.

4. R̂ = {q1, . . . , qr} such that qj =
∑j
i=1 oi, for j = 1, . . . , r. The correspond-

ing characteristic bit vector is

CR̂ = 0o1−110o2−11 · · ·0or−11,

of length (universe of R̂) n − g, and r 1s. These are the unary encodings
of values oi.

5. V̂ = {v1, . . . , vr} such that |Gvi | > 1, for i = 1, . . . , r. The corresponding
characteristic bit vector CV̂ [1..g] has length g and r 1s. It holds that CV̂ [i] =
1 iff the run Gi of the ith pioneer has |Gi| > 1.

Example 2 Consider the same S = {5, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 22, 23, 25} ⊆ [1..28]
of n = 10 elements, and cbv CS = 0000100100001111010001101000. Its
essential sets are as follows:

1. P̂ = {5, 8, 13, 18, 22, 25}.
2. L̂ = {1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10} and its cbv is: 1100011011.
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3. Ĝ = {4, 6, 10, 11, 14, 15} and its cbv is: 000101000110011.
4. R̂ = {3, 4} and its cbv is: 0011.
5. V̂ = {3, 5} and its cbv is: 001010.

A set S can be unambiguously described with the following combinations
of essential sets:

1. Scheme 1: Sets P̂ and L̂;
2. Scheme 2: Sets Ĝ and L̂;
3. Scheme 3: Sets P̂ , R̂, and V̂ ; and
4. Scheme 4: Sets Ĝ, R̂, and V̂ .

3 Adaptive Succinct rank/select Data Structures

In this section, we introduce our first adaptive succinct data structures. We
argue that within C(n), there are sets that can be represented more succinctly
than others. For example, fewer bits are needed to represent S if S ∈ C(n)

g or,
further, S ∈ C(n)

g,r . This is because the number of different such sets is smaller

than
(
u
n

)
, so distinguishing them is easier. For instance, for u = 6 and n = 3

there are
(
6
3

)
= 20 different sets, yet if g = 3, the number of sets is only 4

({1, 3, 5}, {1, 3, 6}, {1, 4, 6}, {2, 4, 6}). We formalize this fact next (proofs in
Appendix):

Theorem 2 There are |C(n)
g | =

(
n−1
g−1
)(
u−n+1

g

)
different sets whose n elements

from U can be partitioned into g maximal runs of successive elements.

This gives us our first adaptive measure of the space needed to store S:

Definition 4 We define B1(g, n, u) = lg |C(n)
g | = lg

(
u−n+1

g

)
+ lg

(
n−1
g−1
)
. Note

that B1(g, n, u) bits are necessary to represent any set S ∈ C(n)
g .

Next, we determine |C(n)
g,r |.

Theorem 3 There are |C(n)
g,r | =

(
n−g−1
r−1

)(
g
r

)(
u−n+1

g

)
different sets whose n el-

ements from U can be partitioned into g maximal runs of successive elements,
such that r ≤ g of these groups have at least 2 elements.

This gives us our second adaptive measure of the space needed to store S:

Definition 5 We define B2(r, g, n, u) = lg |C(n)
g,r | = lg

(
u−n+1

g

)
+ lg

(
n−g−1
r−1

)
+

lg
(
g
r

)
. Note that B2(r, g, n, u) bits are necessary to represent any set S ∈ C(n)

g,r .

Next, we introduce succinct rank/select data structures for classes C(n)
g and

C(n)
g,r , based upon the schemes introduced in Section 2.
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3.1 Using Space Close to B1(g, n, u)

3.1.1 Scheme 1

Given a set S ∈ C(n)
g , consider the interval [pi..pi+1), for 1 ≤ i < g, between two

consecutive pioneers. This is the locus of pioneer pi [5]: all rank(S, x) queries
within this interval (i.e., pi ≤ x < pi+1) have similar answer, obtainable from
pi and |Gi| (similarly for select). We use Scheme 1 above, which builds on sets
P̂ and L̂.

Operation rank(S, x). Notice that ∀x such that pi ≤ x < pi + |Gi|, then:

rank(S, x) ≡ rank(S, pi) + x− pi;

otherwise, if pi + |Gi| ≤ x < pi+1, then:

rank(S, x) ≡ rank(S, pi) + |Gi| − 1.

So, we show how to compute pi, rank(S, pi), and |Gi| from sets P̂ and L̂.
Let i = rank(P̂ , x) be the number of pioneers that are smaller (or equal)
than x, then pi = select(P̂ , i). Hence, rank(S, pi) ≡ select(L̂, i − 1) + 1, since

select(L̂, i− 1) =
∑i−1
j=1 |Gj |. Finally, |Gi| = select(L̂, i)− select(L̂, i− 1).

Operation select(S, k). Assume that for the element xk we are looking for, it
holds that pi ≤ xk < pi+1. Then,

select(S, k) ≡ pi + k − rank(S, pi).

This time, i = rank(L̂, k)+[k 6∈ L̂] 3, and pi = select(P̂ , i). Finally, as explained
above for operation rank, rank(S, pi) ≡ select(L̂, i− 1) + 1.

We represent P̂ and L̂ using Theorem 1. This uses lg
(
u
g

)
+lg

(
n
g

)
+O(u/ lgc u)

bits, for any constant c ≥ 1, and supports rank and select in O(1) time.

3.1.2 Scheme 2

We consider next using space closer to B1(g, n, u). Let S ∈ C(n)
g and let sets Ĝ

(of g elements, universe of size u−n) and L̂ (of g elements, universe of size n)
be the sets corresponding to Scheme 2. Encoding Ĝ and L̂ using B(g, u−n) and
B(g, n) bits, respectively, one obtains space close to B1(g, n, u) to represent S.

Operations rank and select on S can be supported using the approach of
Delpratt et al. [20] (see also [49, Theorem 1(c)], and [42, Section 4.4.3]), which
we summarize as follows (recall that, wlog, we assume z1 > 0). Operation
select is computed as follows:

select(S, k) ≡ k + select(Ĝ, rank(L̂, k) + 1)− 1.

3 [k 6∈ L̂] is Iverson brackets notation, which equals 1 iff k 6∈ L̂ is true, 0 otherwise.
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Since the domain of argument k matches the universe [1..n] of set L̂, a single
rank on element k in L̂ is enough to find the answer (using select on set Ĝ).

For operation rank(S, x), on the other hand, the domain [1..u] of argument
x does not match the universe [1..u−n] of Ĝ. Hence, to answer rank we must,
basically, search for the predecessor of x in S, which has been decomposed
into its two essential sets Ĝ and L̂. We exploit this decomposition by binary
searching on the g pioneers, and not the n set elements as usual. Notice that
min {Gj} = pj = select(Ĝ, j) + select(L̂, j − 1) + 1, for j = 1, . . . , g (recall

select(L̂, 0) = 0). For the binary search, the idea is to find the largest j ∈ [1..g]
for which pj ≤ x (notice that this indicates pj ≤ x < pj+1). If max {Gj} < x,

where max {Gj} = select(Ĝ, j) + select(L̂, j), then x 6∈ S and the answer is∑j
i=1 |Gi|, which can be computed as:

rank(S, x) ≡ select(L̂, j).

Otherwise, x ∈ S and belongs to Gj , hence the answer is:

rank(S, x) ≡ x− select(Ĝ, j).

If we use the data structure from Theorem 1 on Ĝ and L̂, the space usage
is B1(g, n, u)+O(u/ lgc u) bits. Operation select is computed in O(1) time and
rank in O(lg g) time.

The time for rank can be improved to O(lg lg g) by downsizing the binary
search to a subset of b = dlg2 ge elements. To do so, we use the data structure
from Theorem 1 to store the set Ĝ′ = {min{G(i−1)b+1}|i = 1, . . . , (g/b)−1}, of

g/b elements drawn from the universe U . This uses lg
(
u
g/b

)
+O(u/ lgc u) = o(u)

bits. We use this set to carry out the binary search as explained before, yet
this time for j ∈ [select(Ĝ, rank(Ĝ′, x) · b)..select(Ĝ, (rank(Ĝ′, x) + 1) · b − 1)],
a subset of b elements from Ĝ. Thus, rank is computed in O(lg b) = O(lg lg g)
time.

3.1.3 Summary of Results

We have obtained the following results:

Theorem 4 There exist data structures that represent any set S ∈ C(n)
g of n

elements drawn from the universe U = [1..u] as follows:

1. Using lg
(
u
g

)
+ lg

(
n
g

)
+ O(u/ lgc u) bits, for any constant c > 0, while sup-

porting operations rank and select in O(1) time.
2. Using B1(g, n, u)+O(u/ lgc u) bits, for any constant c > 0, while supporting

operation rank in O(lg lg g) time, and select in O(1) time.
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3.2 Using Space Close to B2(r, g, n, u)

3.2.1 A Variant of Scheme 3

We use sets P̂ , V̂ , and the following variant of set R̂: R̂′ = {q′1, . . . , q′r}
such that q′j =

∑j
i=1 (oi + select(V̂ , i)− select(V̂ , i− 1)). This set has universe

[1..n], and has r elements. This universe extension (from size n−g to n) is key
to achieve O(1)-time select, as the extended universe now matches the domain
of argument k for select. To understand how this set works, let us see at its
characteristic bit vector CR̂′ [1..n]. It has r 1s, each corresponding to a run Gi.
Each such 1 is preceded by |Gi|−1 0s. Consider runs Gi and Gi+l, for i, l ≥ 1,
such that runs Gi+1, . . . , Gi+l−1 are each of size 1 (i.e., they correspond to
solitary elements in S). Then, in CR̂′ there are l − 1 + |Gi+l| − 1 0s between
the 1s corresponding to Gi and Gi+l.

Operation rank(S, x). Let us assume that pi ≤ x < pi+1, for pi ∈ P̂ . First,
consider the case where |Gi| = 1. That is, pi is a solitary pioneer. Notice
that rank(S, x) ≡ rank(S, pi−l) + |Gi−l| − 1 + l, for l ≥ 1, such that pi−l is
the greatest pioneer smaller than pi such that |Gi−l| > 1 (assume pi−l = 0
if there is none). Let i = rank(P̂ , x), and pi = select(P̂ , i). Then, l = i −
select(V̂ , rank(V̂ , i)). Hence, rank(S, pi−l) + |Gi−l| − 1 ≡ select(R̂′, rank(V̂ , i)),
and we are done. Otherwise, |Gi| > 1, so we must distinguish two cases:
(1) pi ≤ x < pi + |Gi|, in whose case rank(S, x) ≡ rank(S, pi) + x − pi; or (2)
pi+|Gi| ≤ x, hence rank(S, x) ≡ rank(S, pi)+|Gi|−1. Notice that rank(S, pi) ≡
rank(S, pi−l)+ |Gi−l|−1+ l, which has been already computed. Finally, |Gi| ≡
select(R̂′, rank(V̂ , i))− select(R̂′, rank(V̂ , i)− 1)− l.

Operation select(S, k). We must determine whether xk is a solitary element or
lies within a run of successive elements of length > 1. Let us regard runs Gv
and Gi, both of size > 1, such that there is no other run of size > 1 between
them, and pv + |Gv| − 1 < xk ≤ pi + |Gi| − 1. Here, j = rank(R̂′, k)− [k ∈ R̂′]
and v = select(V̂ , j). The number of solitary pioneers between runs Gv and
Gi is l = select(V̂ , j + 1) − select(V̂ , j) − 1. Let s = select(R̂′, j) be the rank
up to position pv + |Gv| − 1 (i.e., up to the last element in Gv). Notice that if
k − s ≤ l, xk is the (k − s)th pioneer after Gv. Otherwise, if k − s > l, xk lies
within Gi.

We represent sets P̂ , V̂ , and R̂′ using Theorem 1, requiring lg
(
u
g

)
+lg

(
n
r

)
+

lg
(
g
r

)
+ O(u/ lgc u) bits, for any constant c > 0, and supporting operations in

O(1) time.

3.2.2 Scheme 4

We consider now the scheme formed by sets Ĝ, R̂, and V̂ , which we represent
using the data structure from Theorem 1. The space usage is B(g, u − n) +
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B(r, n− g) +B(r, g) + O(u/ lgc u) = B2(r, g, n, u) + o(u) bits, for any constant
c > 0.

Similarly as for Scheme 2, the universes of Ĝ (i.e., [1..u − n]) and R̂ (i.e.,
[1..n−g]) are both smaller than the domain of the arguments x of rank ([1..u])
and k of select ([1..n]), respectively. This means that we must binary search
for arguments x and k for rank and select, in sets Ĝ and L̂, respectively.

For rank, we proceed as for Scheme 2, yet now pj = select(Ĝ, j) + j +

select(R̂, rank(V̂ , j − 1)), obtaining O(lg lg g) time. For select(S, k), recall that
we are looking for the element x ∈ S such that rank(S, x) = k. If we binary
search set S using rank, the time complexity would be O((lg lg g)2). We improve
this noting that binary searching the r runs of length > 1 is enough to support
this operation. Let j1 < j2 < · · · < jr be the subsequence of 1, . . . , g indicating
the runs Gji such that |Gji | > 1, for i = 1, . . . , r. We define rank(S, pji) =

select(V̂ , i) + select(R̂, i− 1), for i = 1, . . . , r (recall that select(R̂, 0) = 0). The
idea is to find the largest pioneer pji such that rank(S, pji) ≤ k. This means
that, for the element xk we are looking for, it holds that pji ≤ xk < pji+1

. This
takes O(lg r) time. It only remains to check whether pji ≤ xk ≤ max {Gji} or

not. In the former case, it holds that k ≤ select(V̂ , i) + select(R̂, i), hence the
answer is xk = pji + k − rank(S, pji). Otherwise, xk is a solitary element that
lies between Gji and Gji+1

. Indeed, it is the (k−rank(S,max {Gji}))th solitary

element after element max {Gji}. We will use Ĝ to obtain this solitary element.

Thus, xk = select(Ĝ, select(V̂ , i) + k − rank(S,max {Gji})) + select(V̂ , i) +

select(R̂, i)+k− rank(S,max {Gji}). Simplifying, we obtain xk = select(Ĝ, k−
select(R̂, i))+k. This takes O(1) additional time, for a total time O(lg r). This
can be improved to O(lg lg r) similarly as for rank in Scheme 2.

3.2.3 Summary of Results

We have obtained the following results:

Theorem 5 There exist data structures that represent any set S ∈ C(n)
g,r of n

elements drawn from the universe U = [1..u] as follows:

1. Using lg
(
u
g

)
+lg

(
n
r

)
+lg

(
g
r

)
+O(u/ lgc u) bits, for any constant c > 0, while

supporting operations rank and select in O(1) time.
2. Using B2(r, g, n, u) + O(u/ lgc u) bits, for any constant c > 0, while sup-

porting operation rank in O(lg lg g) time, and select in O(lg lg r) time.

4 Gap Compression of Essential Sets

In Section 3 we studied the worst-case lower bounds for representing a set
within classes C(n), C(n)

g , and C(n)
g,r , namely B(n, u), B1(g, n, u), and B2(r, g, n, u),

respectively. We also introduced simple data structures that achieve optimal
space usage (in the worst case) within these classes. We focus now on how to
compress within these classes, while still supporting operations efficiently. Let
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tr denote the time complexity of operation rank, and ts that of select. Since
operation predecessor(S, x) can be reduced to select(S, rank(S, x−1)), Pǎtraşcu
and Thorup’s [47] predecessor lower bound is also a lower bound for tr + ts. It
is natural, then, to ask how far one gets from PT lower bound, to understand
how the time complexity deteriorates as we squeeze.

In particular, in this section we focus on gap compression of the most rep-
resentative schemes on each class: directly on set S for C(n); on Scheme 2 for
C(n)
g ; and on Scheme 4 for C(n)

g,r . We revisit in this way already known compres-
sion measures GAP(S) and RLE(S), and define a new compression approach
on these lines. Although it is well known that these compression approaches
are optimal only for a particular distribution of gaps and runs, they are of
practical interest and are worth a revisit.

4.1 Gap Compression on C(n): the GAP(S) Measure.

The data structure by Sadakane and Grossi [51] supports rank and select in
O(1) time, while using GAP(S) + O(u lg lg u/

√
lg u) + O(n lg lg u

n ) bits of space.
Later, Gupta et al. [34] introduced a more space-efficient and practical ap-
proach using GAP(S) + O(n lg u

n/ lg n) + O(n lg lg u
n ) ≤ B(n, u)(1 + o(1)) bits of

space. The main idea is to divide the sorted set into blocks B1, B2, . . . , Bn/b
of b = lg2 n elements each. Each such block is represented with a binary-
searchable dictionary (BSD) [34], supporting rank and select within a block in
O(lg lg n) time. Operation select(S, k) is implemented using select(Bdk/be, ((k−
1) mod b)+1). For operation rank(S, x), we need to store the smallest element
in each block using a predecessor data structure. This allows one to find the
block containing x, to then carry out a binary search within the block, search-
ing for x. Originally, Andersson and Thorup’s predecessor data structure [1] is
used as building block (using O(n lg u

n/ lg n) bits of space), yet it can be easily
modified to use Pǎtraşcu and Thorup’s data structure [47]: to get the same
space usage, we only need to set a = lg (lg u/ lg2 n). Thus, operation select is
supported in O(lg lg n) time, and rank in PT(u, n, a) + O(lg lg n) time.

4.2 Gap Compression on C(n)
g : the RLE(S) Measure.

We now consider RLE(S), and begin by noting that RLE(S) = GAP(Ĝ)+GAP(L̂).
In other words, by simply gap encoding the sets of Scheme 2 one can achieve
RLE(S). So, by using the gap-compressed data structure by Sadakane and
Grossi [51] on sets Ĝ and L̂ one can get GAP(Ĝ) + GAP(L̂) + o(u) bits. Then,
the same approach as for Scheme 2 in Section 3.1 can be used to support rank
in O(lg lg g) time, and select in O(1) time.

Alternatively, one could simply represent sets Ĝ and L̂ using the gap-
compressed data structure by Gupta et al. that we already mentioned in
Section 4.1, obtaining RLE(S) + o(g lg u

g ) bits. If we support rank and select

using the approach by Delpratt et al. [20] we obtain O(lg g · lg lg g) and
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PT(n, g, a) + O(lg lg g) time, respectively, for a = lg (lg (n− g)/ lg2 g). The
time for operation rank can be improved as follows, using Delpratt et al.’s ap-
proach on a small block of b = dlg2 ge elements, just as we did for Scheme 2 in
Section 3.1. We divide sets Ĝ and L̂ into blocks of b elements each. Each such
block is encoded with a BSD by Gupta et al. [34], supporting rank and select
on a block in O(lg lg g) worst-case time. The total space is RLE(S)(1 + o(1))
bits. To find the block containing the answers to rank and select, we define
two sets: the first one is set Ĝ′, already defined in Section 3.1 for Scheme 2
(used to find the block containing the answer for rank); the second one is set
L̂′ = {rank(S,min {G(i−1)b+1})|i = 1, . . . , (g/b)−1}, used to find the block con-
taining the answer for select. We represent them using Pǎtraşcu and Thorup’s
predecessor data structure [47], adding o(g lg u

g ) extra bits of space. Opera-
tions rank and select on S are computed by first determining the block of sets
Ĝ and L̂, respectively, containing the answer (which takes time PT(u, g, a)),
and then finishing the search within the block, just as for Scheme 2.

Summary of Results. We have obtained the following results:

Theorem 6 There exists data structures that represent any set S ∈ C(n)
g over

the universe U = [1..u] as follows:

1. Using RLE(S)(1 + o(1)) + O(u/ lgc u) bits, for any c > 0, while supporting
operation rank in O(lg lg g) time, and select in O(1) time.

2. Using RLE(S)(1 + o(1)) + o(g lg u
g ) bits of space, while supporting operation

rank in PT(u, g, a) + O((lg lg g)2) time, and select in PT(u, g, a) + O(lg lg g)
time, for a = lg (lg (u− n)/ lg2 g).

4.3 Gap Compression on C(n)
g,r : the HYB(S) Measure.

Next, we use our essential-set approach to define the analogue to GAP(S) on
C(n)
g,r . The idea is to gap-encode the essential sets of Scheme 4.

Definition 6 Given set S ∈ C(n)
g,r , we define the compression measure:

HYB(S) = GAP(Ĝ) + GAP(R̂) + GAP(V̂ ).

Measure HYB(S) has the following properties that could make it appealing.

Lemma 1 For any set S ∈ C(n)
g,r it holds that:

1. GAP(Ĝ) + GAP(R̂) ≤ min {GAP(S), RLE(S)}.
2. HYB(S) ≤ GAP(S) + 2n/3.

3. HYB(S) ≤ RLE(S) + n/3.
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Proof Part 1 can be proved straightforwardly by rephrasing:

GAP(S) =

g∑
i=1

{blg zic+ 1}+

r∑
i=1

oi,

and

RLE(S) =

g∑
i=1

{blg (zi − 1)c+ 1}+ g − r +

r∑
i=1

{blg oic+ 1}.

For Part 2, since GAP(V̂ ) ≤ lg
(
g
r

)
we have that HYB(S) ≤ GAP(Ĝ)+GAP(R̂)+

lg
(
g
r

)
. Since

(
g
r

)
≤ 2g (recall

∑g
j=0

(
g
j

)
= 2g), it holds that lg

(
g
r

)
≤ g. Notice

that
(
g
r

)
is maximized at r = g/2. Also, GAP(Ĝ) + GAP(R̂) is at most GAP(S)

(as proved in Part 1). Hence, GAP(Ĝ) + GAP(R̂) + lg
(
g
r

)
≤ GAP(S) + g. A set S

with GAP(Ĝ) + GAP(R̂) = GAP(S), r = g/2, and that maximizes g, is one such
that:

CS = 0z110z2110z310z411 · · ·0zg−110zg11.

In such a case, g = 2n/3, and hence HYB(S) ≤ GAP(S) + 2n/3, as claimed.
For Part 3, as before we have HYB(S) ≤ GAP(Ĝ)+GAP(R̂)+lg

(
g
r

)
. To upper

bound this with RLE(S), notice that a set S such that GAP(Ĝ) + GAP(R̂) =
RLE(S) would imply g = r, which minimizes lg

(
g
r

)
. Instead, a set S that has

r = g/2 (to maximize lg
(
g
r

)
) and that maximizes g has the form

CS = 0z110z2110z310z411 · · ·0zg−110zg11.

In this case, it holds that GAP(Ĝ) + GAP(R̂) = RLE(S) − g/2, since RLE(S) is
basically GAP(Ĝ) +GAP(R̂) plus 1 bit per each of the g/2 solitary 1s. If we sum
lg
(
g
r

)
to both sides and since lg

(
g
r

)
≤ g, we obtain GAP(Ĝ) +GAP(R̂) + lg

(
g
r

)
≤

RLE(S) + g/2. Since g ≤ 2
3n, we have RLE(S) + g/2 ≤ RLE(S) + n/3. ut

Though the bound
(
g
r

)
≤ 2g used in the proof above might not be tight,

lg
(
g
r

)
≤ g is sufficiently tight when r = g/2 (which is the case of interest in the

proof). For instance, lg
(
226

225

)
≈ 226 − 13.32. Otherwise, using

(
e·g
r

)r
as upper

bound for
(
g
r

)
(obtained by Stirling approximation [18], which is not tight for

r = g/2), would yield g
2 (1 + lg e) ≈ 1.22g instead of just g in part 2 of the

Lemma.
By representing sets Ĝ, R̂, and V̂ using either the data structures by

Sadakane and Grossi [51], or the one by Gupta et al. [34], we obtain:

Theorem 7 There exist data structures that represent any set S ∈ C(n)
g,r over

the universe U = [1..u] as follows:

1. Using HYB(S)(1+o(1))+o(u) bits, for any constant c > 0, while supporting
operations rank in O(lg lg g) time, and select in O(lg lg r) time.

2. Using HYB(S)(1 + o(1)) + o(g lg u
g ) bits, while supporting operations rank in

PT(u−n, g, a)+O((lg lg g)2) time, and select in PT(u−n, g, a)+O((lg lg r)2)
worst-case time, for a = lg (lg (u− n)/ lg2 g).
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5 H0 Coding of Gaps and Runs

In this section, we first describe our new measures of compressing sets based
on H0 coding the gaps or runs (called Hgap

0 (S) and Hrun
0 (S)). Prior work

explored these (or similar) approaches, yet from a practical perspective [11,
26,37,41]. We then describe the main result of this section: a data structure
that supports rank and select on a set S in O(1) time while using close to
Hgap

0 (S) (or Hrun
0 (S)) space. Finally, we relate these measures to Theorem 3.

Definition 7 Let S = {x1, . . . , xn}, with 1 < x1 < . . . < xn = u. Define g1 =

x1 − 1 and, for i > 1, gi = xi − xi−1. Let G(S) = {hm(h1)
1 , h

m(h2)
2 , . . . , h

m(ht)
t }

be the multiset of values in the sequence 〈g1, . . . , gn〉, where m(hi) is the
multiplicity of hi in the sequence of gaps. Then:

nHgap
0 (S) = lg

(
n

m(h1),m(h2), . . . ,m(ht)

)
.

Letting L̂ and Ĝ be as in Section 2.2, we define:

Hrun
0 (S) = Hgap

0 (L̂) +Hgap
0 (Ĝ).

Remark. Note that Hgap
0 (S) is (almost) an achievable measure: we can apply

arithmetic coding to the sequence of gaps, which would take Hgap
0 (S) bits.

However, we would also need to output the model of the arithmetic coder,
which can be G(S) itself, stored in t(lg u+ lg n) bits, specifying which runs are
present and their multiplicities. Since t = O(

√
u), this is not excessive for many

applications. Similar remarks apply to Hrun
0 (S). Observe that |L̂| = |Ĝ| = g,

so we would aim to compress S to gHrun
0 (S) bits.

5.1 Universe Decomposition

We begin by showing how to decompose the universe into equal-size pieces
while (nearly) preserving the measures Hgap

0 (S) and Hrun
0 (S). The process is

described in detail for Hgap
0 (S), but applies equally to Hrun

0 (S). We use the
following:

Theorem 8 ([19], Theorem 17.3.3) Let p and q be two probability mass
functions on a set T such that ||p − q||1 =

∑
x∈T |p(x) − q(x)| ≤ 1

2 . Then

|H(p)−H(q)| ≤ ||p− q||1 lg |T |
||p−q||1 .

We also use the following lemma:

Lemma 2 Let a, b, x, y ≥ 0 and a > b. Then:

|ax− by| ≤ (a− b) min(x, y) + a|x− y|.

Proof We first note that |ax − by| ≤ amax(x, y) − bmin(x, y), reasoning as
follows.
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– If ax > by and x < y, then ax−by ≤ ay−bx ⇐⇒ b(x−y) < 0 < a(y−x).
– If ax > by and x ≥ y, both sides are equal.
– If ax ≤ by, then y > x, then by − ax ≤ ay − bx ⇐⇒ b(y + x) ≤ a(y + x).

Since max(x, y) = min(x, y) + |x− y| the lemma follows. ut

Let the elements of S be {xi}ni=1, its sequence of gaps be {gi}ni=1, and the

multiset of gaps be G(S) = {hm(hi)
i }ti=1.

Lemma 3 Given a parameter B ≥ u/(8n), we can partition S into u/B dis-
joint subsets S1, . . . , Su/B such that:

1. Si ⊆ {(i− 1)B + 1, . . . , iB}.
2. |

∑u/B
i=1 |Si|H

gap
0 (Si)− nHgap

0 (S)| = (u/B)Hgap
0 (S) + O((u lg n)/(B)).

Proof We begin by converting S to a new set S′ with n′ numbers from U , by
setting S′ = S ∪ {iB|1 ≤ i ≤ u/B}. Let the elements, the sequence of gaps,

and the multiset of gaps of S′ be {x′i}n
′

i=1, {g′i}n
′

i=1, and G(S′) = {h′m
′(h′i)

i }t′i=1.
We note the following.

– Clearly, n ≤ n′ ≤ n+ u/B.
– Let T be the underlying set of the multiset G(S)∪G(S′). |T | ≤ n+2(u/B),

since each addition to S′ can create at most two previously unseen gap
lengths in S′.

–
∑
x∈T |m(x) − m′(x)| ≤ 3(u/B). One can view the process of creating

the vector 〈m′(x)〉x∈T as initializing m′(x) = m(x) for all x, then, as each
element is inserted into S′, (potentially) decrementing a value in m′(x) and
incrementing up to two others. At the start of this process,

∑
x∈T |m(x)−

m′(x)| = 0, and each insertion can increase this quantity by at most 3.
– Finally

∑
x∈T min(m(x),m′(x)) ≤ n′.

We now note (the third step uses Lemma 2):

||p− q||1 =
∑
x∈T

∣∣∣∣m(x)

n
− m′(x)

n′

∣∣∣∣
=
∑
x∈T

∣∣∣∣n′ ·m(x)− n ·m′(x)

n · n′

∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
x∈T

(u/B) ·min(m(x),m′(x)) + n′|m′(x)−m(x)|
n · n′

≤ u

nB
+

∑
x∈T |m′(x)−m(x)|

n
≤ 4u/(nB).

The precondition ||p− q||1 ≤ 1/2 of Theorem 8 is satisfied if B ≥ u/(8n). For
this value of B, |T | = O(n). From this we obtain that |Hgap

0 (S)−Hgap
0 (S′)| =

O
(

(u/nB) lg (n+u/B)
u/(nB)

)
. The latter follows because the function x lg(1/x) mono-

tonically increases with p for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2. Note that O
(

lg (n+u/B)
u/(nB)

)
= O(lg n).
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Next, Si = S ∩ [(i− 1)B + 1..iB] for i = 1, . . . , u/B,
∑u/B
i=1 |Si|H

gap
0 (Si) ≤

n′Hgap
0 (S′), by Jensen’s inequality. Finally, by Lemma 2,

n′Hgap
0 (S′)− nHgap

0 (S) ≤ (n′ − n) min(Hgap
0 (S′), Hgap

0 (S)) + n′O

(
u lg n

nB

)
≤ (n′ − n) min(Hgap

0 (S′), Hgap
0 (S)) + O

(
(n+ u/B)

u lg n

nB

)
≤ (u/B)Hgap

0 (S) + O

(
u lg n

B

)
.

ut

5.2 Data Structures

Theorem 9 Given a set S ∈ C(n)
g ⊆ [1..u], we can represent it to support rank

and select in O(1) time using nHgap
0 (S) + O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u) bits, or using

gHrun
0 (S) + O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u) bits.

Proof We will give the details for Hgap
0 (S) —Hrun

0 (S) is similar. We first note
that the result is achieved trivially if n = O(u lg lg u/ lg u): we represent S as
the bit-string 0g1−11 . . .0gn−11, which is of length u and has n 1s. If stored
using Theorem 1, this bit-string will use O(n lg u

n ) = O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u) bits
and rank and select operations can be supported in O(1) time, which proves
the theorem. We therefore henceforth assume that n ≥ u/ lg u.

The data structure comprises two parts: first, we divide the bit-string rep-
resenting S into blocks of B consecutive bits (the i-th block corresponds to
the interval [(i− 1)B + 1..iB]). We now describe the representation of an in-
dividual block. Each block is encoded independently to its H0 entropy, i.e.
the gaps present in a block are its alphabet and their frequencies within the
block are used as the basis for the “local” probabilities. Each block needs to
store a model (giving both the alphabet, i.e. the set of distinct gaps in the
block and their frequencies). Since the alphabet in a block is of size O(

√
B)

and all required information can be stored as integers of magnitude at most
B, the models in each block can be stored in O(

√
B lgB) bits. The overheads

of the models in each block therefore add up to O(u
√
B lgB
B ) bits. We now fix

B = (c lg u/ lg lg u)2 for sufficiently small constant c, which makes the overall

space overhead of the models O(u (lg lg u)2

lg u ) bits. More importantly, it ensures

that the model of a block can be made to fit into (lg u)/4 bits.
Each block is divided into sub-blocks. In contrast to blocks, sub-blocks are

divided based upon the gaps and are coded using a form of arithmetic coding.
Given a parameter pmin the coding works as follows. It takes the (remaining)
sequence of gaps, and finds the maximum prefix with (local) probability p ≥
pmin. This prefix is the next sub-block. It then encodes this sub-block using
d−lg pe bits; the encoding can be decoded given the number of gaps in the
sub-block and the model (details omitted). Note that the number of gaps in
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a sub-block (excluding the last sub-block) is Ω(lg(1/pmin)/ lgB), as all local
probabilities are at least 1/B. We will choose pmin = u1/4, so each sub-block
has Ω(lg u/ lg lg u) gaps and the maximum length of a sub-block’s arithmetic
code is (lg u)/4 bits.

The overall data structure is as follows.

1. The models for all blocks are stored in an array with each model allocated
a fixed number of bits, enough to store the largest alphabets.
– The space cost is O((u/B) ·

√
B lgB) = O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u) bits.

2. The arithmetic codes of all sub-blocks are concatenated into a single bit-
string X, with a “parallel” bit-vector of length |X| indicating the positions
in X where a new sub-block begins.
– The number of sub-blocks is O(n lg lg u/ lg u) = O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u), so
|X| is at most nHgap

0 (S)+(u/B)Hgap
0 (S)+O((u lg u)/B+n lg lg u/ lg u)

bits by Lemma 3. SinceHgap
0 (S) = O(u lg u), this adds up to nHgap

0 (S)+
O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u) bits. Since |X| = O(u lg u) and the number of 1s in
the parallel bit-vector is O(u lg lg u/ lg u), the space taken by this par-
allel bit-vector is also O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u) bits by Theorem 1.

3. The following auxiliary information is stored in fixed-width arrays for each
sub-block: the cumulative total of the lengths of the gaps from the start of
the block to the start of this sub-block.
– Since each cumulative total takes O(lgB) = O(lg lg u) bits, the space

cost is O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u) bits.
4. We create a bit-string OD which encodes, for each sub-block, the number

of elements of S that lie in that sub-block, written in unary.
– The length of OD is n+O(n lg lg u/ lg u) bits and it has O(n lg lg u/ lg u)

bits, so by Theorem 1 it takes O(n(lg lg u)2/ lg u)) = O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u)
bits.

5. The following auxiliary information is stored in fixed-width arrays for each
block: the cumulative total of the number of elements from the start of S
to the start of this block.
– The space usage is (u/B) · lg u = O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u) bits.

6. Similar to OD we create a bit-vector that encodes, for block, the number
of sub-blocks that lie in that block, written in unary.
– This bit-vector has length at most u/B + n lg lg u/ lg u with at most
n lg lg u/ lg u 1s. The space for this bit-vector is also O(u(lg lg u)2/ lg u)
bits by Theorem 1.

The details of how to support rank and select on S in O(1) time are standard
and are briefly sketched. To support rank(S, i), we use (5) first to localize the
block b in which i lies. Then we use (6) to localize the range in (3) where the
sub-blocks of b are. Note that all the information in (3) pertaining to the block
b occupies O(lg u) bits. Using O(1) table lookups we can localize the sub-block
in which i lies. Finally, we use the encoding of the sub-block (obtained from
the parallel bit-vector in (2)), the number of gaps in this sub-block (obtained
from (3)), the model used to encode this sub-block (obtained from (1)) to
perform rank within a sub-block in O(1) time via table lookup.
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To support select(S, i), we use (4) first to localize the sub-block in which
the ith 1 lies, and use table lookup (as in rank) to find the offset of the ith 1
within its sub-block. We then add to it offsets from the start of S and from
the start of the block, obtained from (3) and (5).

The required tables are clearly of size u1/2(lg u)O(1).
For Hrun

0 (S) we proceed similarly. The input is considered to be a sequence
of symbols representing 0/1 runs. We create blocks as before based on the uni-
verse, and sub-blocks based upon the local probabilities of runs (note, however,
that probabilities for 0 runs and 1 runs are measured separately). In terms of
items (1)–(6) above, we have the following slight differences. Regarding item
(1), we need to store two models this time, for 0 and 1 runs. The space usage
is, however, asymptotically the same. Regarding item (3), we need to store
the cumulative total of the lengths of the 0 and 1 runs, from the start of the
block that contains the sub-block to the start of the sub-block itself. The space
usage remains also asymptotically the same. ut

The result of Theorem 9 suffers from having quite a large lower-order term.
As noted in the proof, this term means that the result does not provide any
improvement over well-established techniques. We now present a very stripped-
down version of Theorem 9, based on the approach used to encode sub-blocks
in Theorem 9, that partially addresses this problem. As noted at the start of
the section, Hgap

0 (S) and Hrun
0 (S) do not make a lot of sense if the set is very

sparse, so this theorem assumes u = n2(1−ε) for some constant ε > 0.

Theorem 10 Given a set S ∈ C(n)
g ⊆ [1..u], and an integer parameter t > 0,

we can represent S in (1 + 1/t)nHgap
0 (S) + O(n/ lg u) bits, or using (1 +

1/t)gHrun
0 (S) + O(n/ lg u) bits, and support rank in O(t+ PT(u, n,O(1))) time

and select in O(t) time.

Proof We describe the data structure in detail only for Hgap
0 (S). Again, we

partition the given sequence of gaps into contiguous blocks based on their
probabilities. We fix two parameters, 0 ≤ pmin < 1 and Bmax which is a posi-
tive integer. We take the (remaining) sequence of gaps, and find the maximum
prefix with probability p ≥ pmin. This prefix is the next block, which is en-
coded using d−lg pe bits. We also enforce the condition that regardless of the
probability, there are at most Bmax gaps in a block. We choose pmin = u1/4

and Bmax = (lg u)2. Again, it is possible to operate on a block in O(1) time,
using the number of gaps in the block and the encoding of the block as argu-
ments to a finite number of lookup tables. These lookup tables will clearly be
of size u1/4(lg u)O(1) bits.

We now argue that the number of blocks, denoted by β, is O(nHgap
0 (S)/ lg u

+ n/Bmax). Assuming no blocks are created due to their size reaching Bmax

alone, by construction, the product of the probabilities of two consecutive
blocks must be < pmin, and

∑
i lg(1/pi) = nHgap

0 (S), where pi is the prob-
ability of the i-th block. In this case, therefore, the number of blocks must
be O(nHgap

0 (S)/ lg(1/pmin)). However, at most n/Bmax = O(n/(lg u)2) blocks
can be created because blocks were in danger of exceeding Bmax.
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The remainder of the data structure broadly follows Theorem 9. For some
parameter τ > 1, we take τ consecutive blocks to form a super-block.

1. The model for entropy coding is stored in an array.
– The space cost is O(

√
u · lg u) = O(n/ lg u) bits since we assume u =

n2−Ω(1).
2. The arithmetic codes of all blocks are concatenated into a single bit-string
X, with a “parallel” bit-vector of length |X| indicating the positions in X
where a new block begins.
– |X| = nHgap

0 (S)+O(β) = nHgap
0 (S)+O((nHgap

0 (S))/ lg u+n/(lg u)2).
If Hgap

0 (S) ≥ 1/ lg u, the number of 1s in the parallel bit-vector is
O(|X|/ lg u), the space taken by this parallel bit-vector is o(nHgap

0 (S))
bits by Theorem 1. If Hgap

0 (S) < 1/ lg u, the parallel bit-vector takes
O(n/ lg u) bits.

3. The cumulative total of the lengths of the gaps up to the start of each
super-block is stored in an array, where each entry is lg u bits wide. We
create a fast predecessor data structure on this array, using space linear in
the size of this array.
– The space used by this array is O(nHgap

0 (S)/τ) if Hgap
0 (S) ≥ 1/ lg u

and is O(n/ lg u) bits otherwise.
4. We create a bit-string OD which encodes, for each block, the number of

elements of S that lie in that block, written in unary.
– The length of OD is n+ β bits. and it has min{β, n} 1 bits. Again, by

considering the cases Hgap
0 (S) ≥ 1/ lg u and Hgap

0 (S) < 1/ lg u sepa-
rately, OD can be shown to take either O(n/ lg u) bits or o(nHgap

0 (S))
bits by Theorem 1.

The details of how to support rank and select on S in are standard and are
briefly sketched. To support rank(S, i), we use (4) first to localize the super-
block in which i lies — this takes PT(u, n,O(1)) time. We then linearly scan
the super-block in O(τ) time to complete the rank operation (operating on
each block in in O(1) time using table lookup).

To support select(S, i), we use (3) first to localize the block in which the
ith 1 lies. We then scan the blocks to the left of this block in the super-block
in O(τ) time to find the offset of the ith 1 within its super-block. We then add
to it offsets from the start of S obtained from (3).

The theorem follows by choosing τ = ct for sufficiently large and constant
c so that lower-order terms that are of the form o(nHgap

0 (S)) are absorbed
within the nHgap

0 (S)/t term. ut

6 Conclusion and Open Problems

By refining the class C(n) of all sets of n integer elements drawn from the
universe U = [1..u], one can use less space to represent a set. In particular, we
formalized the fact that certain integer sets S ∈ C(n) can be represented more
succinctly than others, by defining two further refinements of C(n):
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– First, the class C(n)
g ⊂ C(n) contains the sets whose n elements are arranged

in g ≤ n runs of successive elements.
– Second, the class C(n)

g,r ⊂ C(n)
g of all sets with g runs, such that r ≤ g of

them have at least 2 elements.

These classes are smaller than C(n), hence less bits are needed to distinguish
a given set from all other within the same class.

We introduced several compression measures and corresponding rank/select
data structures on these classes. Table 1 (on page 5) summarizes all com-
pression measures we studied. On top, the table shows the different classes
C(n)
g,r ⊂ C(n)

g ⊂ C(n) of sets that we have defined. The first column shows
the compression approaches one can use on the essential sets. For each set
class and compression approach on the corresponding essential sets, the ta-
ble shows the compression measure obtained. The measure Hhyb

0 (S) (i.e., the

Hgap
0 (S) analogue within class C(n)

g,r ) in the table is defined as Hhyb
0 (S) =

(gHgap
0 (Ĝ) + rHgap

0 (R̂) + rHgap
0 (V̂ ))/n.

For each compression measure studied, we also introduced corresponding
data structures supporting rank and select efficiently within that space (in

many cases, in O(1) time). The only exception is Hhyb
0 (S), for which it is still

open whether one can achieve O(1)-time operations.
Preliminary experimental results [3] showed that our approaches yield

competitive space-efficient set representations in practice. However, further
research will focus on algorithm engineering to obtain competitive practical
trade-offs from the theoretical ones introduced in this paper.
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A Proofs from Section 3

A.1 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof Let us consider a cbv CS = 0z11l10z21l2 · · ·0zg1lg0zg+1 (for z1, zg+1 ≥ 0, z2, . . . , zg ,
l1, . . . , lg > 0) of length u, with n 1s grouped into g 1-runs. This corresponds to a set S of
n ⊆ U elements arranged in g maximal runs. Think of CS as consisting of g+1 distinguishable
“bins”, each of the form 0zi1li , except for the last bin that contains only 0s (and can be
empty). Let us count how many ways there are to distribute the n 1s among the first g bins,
and the u− n 0s among all g + 1 bins.

1. For counting the number of ways in which the 1 bits can be distributed among the first
g bins, note that each bin must have at least a 1. This leaves only n−g 1s, which can be
distributed in

(n−g+g−1
g−1

)
=

(n−1
g−1

)
different ways. An alternative way to get this is to

count the number of compositions of the integer n into g parts: each such composition
is an ordered tuple 〈m1, . . . ,mg〉 such that mi > 0 and m1 + · · ·mg = n. It turns out

that this number is
(n−1
g−1

)
[10, see Corollary 5.3].

2. Similarly, for counting the number of ways in which the u − n 0s can be distributed
among g + 1 bins, recall that each bin must contain at least a 0. This is to separate it
from the previous 1-run in the bit vector. The only exceptions are the first and last bins,
as the bit vector does not necessarily starts and ends with 0s. To reduce the number of
particular cases, we prefix the bit vector with a dummy 0, increasing the universe size
to u + 1. For the 0s at the end of CS , on the other hand, we consider two cases:
(a) CS finishes in 1 in CS : the 0s must be distributed among g distinguishable bins.

Since each bin must have at least a 0, we are left with u + 1− n− g 0s, which can
be distributed in

(u+1−n−g+g−1
g−1

)
=

(u−n
g−1

)
different ways.

(b) CS finishes in 0: in this case, we append an additional bin (we now have g + 1 of
them) that can contain only 0s. Since each of the g + 1 bins must contain at least a
0, we are left with u+1−n− (g+1) 0s, which can be distributed in

(u−n
g

)
different

ways.
From 2a and 2b we obtain

(u−n
g−1

)
+
(u−n

g

)
=

(u−n+1
g

)
, which is the total number of ways

of distributing the 0s into g + 1 bins.

Combining the results from items 1 and 2, we obtain
(n−1
g−1

)(u−n+1
g

)
different characteristic

bit vectors of length u with n 1s arranged in g runs. ut

A.2 Proof of Theorem 3

For proving it we need the following result:

Lemma 4 There are
(n−g−1

r−1

)(g
r

)
distinct compositions of an integer n into g parts 〈m1, . . . ,

mg〉, such that mi > 0 for all i, m1 + · · ·+mg = n, and exactly r ≤ g of these mi are ≥ 2.

Proof Consider g distinct originally-empty bins G1, . . . , Gg , and n identical balls. For i =
1, . . . , g, let mi be the size of Gi (initially mi = 0). Since mi > 0 must hold, we assign a
single ball to each bin. From the n − g remaining balls, we assign another ball to the first
r bins G1, . . . , Gr (since r parts are ≥ 2). The remaining n− g − r can be distributed into

these r bins in
(n−g−r+r−1

r−1

)
=

(n−g−1
r−1

)
distinct ways. Now, consider that the r bins of size

≥ 2 are not necessarily G1, . . . , Gr, but can be any of them. There are
(g
r

)
ways of choosing

r bins out of g, hence the lemma follows. ut

Proof of Theorem 3. As proved in Lemma 4, an integer n has
(n−g−1

r−1

)(g
r

)
distinct com-

positions into g parts, such that r of these parts have at least 2 elements. These correspond
to the number of ways of distributing the 1s into the characteristic bit vector CS [1..u],
accomplishing the imposed restrictions. This must be combined with the different ways
to distribute the u − n 0s, which is

(u−n+1
g

)
according to the proof of Theorem 2. This

completes the proof. ut
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